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Introduction

From DoS To QoS

Relaxing Transmission Rate

The Internet is a Best-Effort delivery network, that
is, it provides no guarantee for message delivery
and no bounds on delay. If the network is
congested routers drop arbitrary packets instead of
transmitting them to their destinations. An example
for malicious exploitation of Best-Effort behavior is
DoS attacks which are commonly directed at this
router behavior. Flooding DoS attacks are carried
out by an attacker who congests a victim host by
flooding it with futile messages, hence making
routers along the way drop most of the legitimate
traffic before it reaches the victim server. In many
cases, DoS attacks and especially network flooding
attacks are carried out using multiple zombie hosts
and are referred to as Distributed DoS (DDoS)
attacks. These kind of attacks are usually
considered hard to confront.

In order to describe a DoS network based Leaky
Bucket model we assume that our DoS network
assures QoS, in a Latency-Rate Server (LRserver) service model, in which we get a worst
case latency LD and worst case rate RD, with low
delivery probability PD, i.e. high probability for
packet loss. Note that RD ≤ Bandwidth. Table 1

To prevent QoSoDoS from becoming a source for
DoS by itself, QoSoDoS prefers
transmitting
packets using TCP. It does so by initially starting
transmission using TCP. In addition QoSoDoS
refrains from transmitting at the channel’s maximal
rate, RD. Instead, QoSoDoS assures QoS rate of
RD/(α*n), α>1. This allows a more relaxed
transmission as described in figure 2 as well as
resuming TCP after the DoS attack is over.

compares DoS network’s and QoSoDoS’s
parameters. PD, PQ, RD, LD, RQ, BQ and LQ are
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configurable. By using packet retransmission, with
a pre-defined deadline, it is possible to assure
QoS over DoS networks while assuming that the
DoS network can assure a low probability for
packet delivery. We believe that this assumption is
reasonable and can be considered valid for the
Internet.

QoSoDoS takes a novel approach to assure QoS
over DoS-prone networks (i.e. Best-Effort
networks), which can coexist along with most
current solutions. Instead of identifying and
preventing the attack itself, QoSoDoS assures QoS
by applying an automatic repeat request (ARQ)
paradigm in which it assures, in a high probability,
the successful delivery of the message.

Motivation and Rationale
There are many types of mission critical services
which require high quality of service in terms of
delivery, but are tolerant to a large delay and jitter,
such services can be observed in many batch,
offline and background transaction, as well as in
financial and other contractual obligations in which
time limits are within the order of minutes, hours or
even days.
We assume that both QoS and Best-Effort models
have hidden probabilities in which QoS assure
delivery in high probability, denoted PQ, and BestEffort in low probability (DoS network), denoted PD.

To make a DoS network assure QoS in a higher
probability we need to retransmit each packet more
than once. Each sent packet increases the
probability for packet successful delivery.
Generally, if n packets were sent and the delivery
probability for each single packet is PD, then the
probability PQ that some packet was accepted by
the destination host is P  1 P D , hence,
n

Q

n  log 1 PD  (1  PQ )
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